Request for Aadhaar Linking
(Please fill in all columns in CAPITAL LETTERS)

To
SBICAP Securities Limited
Marathon Futurex, 12th Floor, A & B Wing,
N. M. Joshi Marg, Lower Parel (E), Mumbai - 400013

DP ID

Client ID

Trading Code

I request SSL to link my below given Aadhaar number in all my accounts serviced by SSL as indicated below.

Consent & Signature
I hereby provide my consent to SBICAP Securities Limited (SSL) for the following
1. For validating my Aadhaar Number and download the data from UIDAI only for the KYC purpose.
2. For updating /linking my Aadhaar number based on the PAN given in all my accounts maintained with SSL for KYC &
other related due diligence purpose in line with PMLA requirements and Account enrichment purpose.
3. For downloading and sharing my Aadhaar & associated demographic information (including any updated information)
with other SEBI Registered intermediaries like Exchange/ Depository / RTA / KRA & others to facilitate single submission
/ update across all my accounts associated with such intermediaries based on PAN or other key information available
with such intermediaries whenever applicable and warranted by regulators/ PMLA rules thereof.
4. Further declare that this consent will remain valid for updation in all my accounts serviced by SSL.

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

This form should be submitted for each PAN
Not applicable for NRIs, Non-Individuals, HUFs
While providing Aadhaar card copy, please indicate the purpose as “Providing for linking in Trading, Demat & MF”, sign on the copy with date.
Submission of this form does not warranty linking of Aadhaar Number in your Trading/ Demat/ MF. It is subject to authentication with UIDAI
databse & other required validations. Please ensure your mobile number is updated in your Aadhaar database.
Submit duly filled and signed form to your nearest SSL branches.
Alternately, you can dispatch the filled and signed form(s) to the following address:
SBICAP Securities Limited, Sai Enclave, 8th Floor, Haryali Village, Behind Vikroli BEST Depot, Vikroli (E) Mumbai 400 084

Aadhaar linking request form received for the above referred PAN.
Linking your Aadhaar in Trading and Demat will be subject to verification and authentication
of your Aadhaar with concerned authorities
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